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DIGEST

For an aerosol atmosphere, disparities in gas

temperature, Tg, and particle temperature, Tp , may

arise over the diurnal cycle. A radiative-

conductive-convective heat transfer simulation of

the dusty atmosphere of Mars was developed to

quantify the temporal and spatial character of the

temperature difference (T -Tg)
p g

This program computed thermal energy fluxes

in the temporal and vertical domains in a 51-

layer, vertically inhomogeneous, plane-parallel

model atmosphere, with a 30-layer simulated ground

structure. Observations from Mariner and Viking

spacecraft were used in conjunction with other

research findings to provide model input and set

the boundary and initial conditions for the

simulation. Temperature fields within the 01,C

atmosphere were inferred from radiative-conductive- INSPFCrED

.30

*convective flux fields by means of enthalpy rate

principles, while the radiation laws of Kirchhoff Aeoession for

and Planck were applied to the flux fields toTIS &

3 D!IC TAB 0
detennine aerosol temperatures. Several Unannounced 0

Justification
independent methods of validation were

successfully applied to the model output, Distribution/
"it Availability Codes

including comparisons with distinct spacecraft Avall --t"CdS
Avail and/or

iDist Specall



observations and the separate computation of dust

heating effects outside the model. I.

Just after local noon, dust temperatures at

Sthe highest altitudes were found to exceed ambient

temperatures by at least 100 K, while in the

lowest and dustiest atmospheric layers,

differences were typically smaller than 10 K. The

mean temperature of these lowest and thickest dust

layers is about 20 to 30 K lower than surface

', temperature. The quantity (T p-T ) decreased with

increasing dust load; Tp attained a minimum near

the 9 km level, with the altitude of this minimum

seemingly independent of dust load.

'Sj.
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I. I KMODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Certain properties of gas-particle mixes in

dust-laden atmospheres would seem to be uniformly

applicable over a wide range of combinations. The

terrestrial and Martian atmospheres show some

similarities in the character of their respective

gas-aerosol interactions, despite the obviously

different conditions on the two planets. The

primary effects of atmospheric aerosol loadings are

radiative in nature, and this thesis examines the

manner in which aerosols can modify the propagation

of radiation in model atmspheres.

Atmospheric radiative transfer is also an

essential element in planetary heat distribution.

The processes of emission, absorption, and

scattering of radiant energy are different for the

gaseous (molecular) and nongaseous (aerosol)

components of an atmosphere, and continuing

research concentrates on how these two regimes

A. interact. Since radiative transfer is the stuff of

which climate is made, this approach can lead to

very broad conclusions despite its limited focus.
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1.2 Statement of the Problem

Knowing the size distribution and material

composition of an aerosol leads to extinction and

scattering functions for these particles via

classical Mie theory, whereas knowing the molecular

concentration of the gases involved allows

development of analogous functions for these gases

using Rayleigh theory. Quantification of local and

global radiative transfer is achieved by combining

these functions with multiple scattering effects,

surface albedo, and ground emission

characteristics.

Radiative fluxes can then be inferred and

enthalpy (internal energy) balance applied to

describe the spatial and temporal distribution of

temperature by conductive, convective, radiative,

and phase change heating/cooling processes. Because

the various atmospheric components have different

specific heat capacities, deduced heating rates for

these components will generally not be the same.

Enthalpy rate disparities arising from the

differential heating of the aerosol and gas act to

promote a significant temperature difference

between these constituents.
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Research has shown that particle-gas

temperature differences can approach values over

100 K in the Earth's mesosphere (Fiocco et al.,

1975). Mars, having an atmosphere that is very

.r. radiatively active (95% C02), may exhibit

temperature differentials quite distinct from the

terrestrial case, especially since its aerosol is

persistent and, during global dust storms, attains

much higher optical depths than are typical on

Earth (Thorpe, 1981; Zuvek, 1981, 1982).

1.3 Thesis Objectives

As a logical extension of the preceding

discussion, the topical objective of this study was

to determine the distinction between gas and dust

temperature, as a function of time and altitude,

for the Martian atmosphere in the mature, steady-

* state, global dust storm phase.

The methodological objective of the thesis was

to construct an algorithm, based on sound physical

principles, to compute dust temperatures from

output fluxeb produced by the MARSTEIMP model of

Pallmann (1976, 1977, 1983). MARSTEMP calculated

solar and planetary fluxes as a function of time

/(over- the diurnal cycle) and vertical coordinate

04
I L



(within a 51-layer plane-parallel atmosphere of 50

km thickness and a 30-layer ground structure o[" bO

cm thickness).

Given the setting of a tenuous but nearly

chemically homogeneous, radiatively active

atmosphere, justifiable simplifications to the dust

temperature algorithm were made possible. Direct

.". observations of the Martian surface and atmosphere

provided by the Viking and Mariner spacecraft

permitted reasonable quantification of the optical

properties of the dust aerosol using Mie theory.

The highly refined and extensive databases of

atmospheric spectroscopic line parameters compiled

by McClatchey and Rothman provided accurate input

for the simulation.

An additional objective of this investigation

was the validation of model findings with respect

to Viking observations. Model output agrees rather

well with conclusions drawn in the late 1970's by

various principal investigators immediately

following the Viking mission, and is within the

numerical range of actually observed or reasonably

extrapolated values. Validation of the model was

also achieved by several independent methods,

including the comparison of dust free with "dusty'

outputs, which were mutually consistent. As a

Hl



%:-" consequence of the validated results of the

''" simulation, the thesis objectives were considered

t.Z 'iaccomplished.
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"'HE ?BR' INNTi LITEATURE

2.1 Overview

Modeling radiative transfer for vroi

inhornogeneous planetary atmospherere'

knowledge of the radiative output of the p:>

star ,ior stars), as well asayohrmj-reeg

sources or sinks that may be operating; the

chemical, physical, and spectroscopic properties of

the planetary atmosp'nere-grour'I subsystems; and the

orbital and rotational characteristics of the

planet. The effects of aerosols, variable

atmospheric and surface albed<, :,olcanic

outgassing, clouds, trace gass s, precipitation and

phase changes, loss of atmospheric gas to space or

the gain of extraplanetary rrte-rilal by the

atmosphere, and so on, re,7nd to be accounted for

whenever applicable. Acomprehen, s4 ve model would

involve a multidisciplinary effort in physi'cs,

chemistry, astronomy, ~otohscgeology,

geophysics, meteorolovgy, etc-. , ;1. wel as a *nost of'

relatedc special tier r bf"W Such a model

'~7 i a ~;a1it it ~

rate otc± , .x :ptso ;a theory,

------------- ---------------------
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'ibe phy31I;3 sca I e ofr tfhk phenomena 13 vavt ; ve, r

the most recent advances in technology have only

made it possible to obtain in situ observations for

our nearest planetary neighbors, and the Moon alone

-.. has received human explorers. Acquisition of data

for planets beyond our solar system is, at best,

.- - far in the future.

However, given the chemical and physical

nature of the surface (and potential surface-

derived aerosols) of any planet, the scattering,

-absorption, and surface albedo characteristics of
0

such material can be ascertained and quantified by

current theory to a reasonable degree of accuracy.

"- Identification of the constituent gases and their

abundance by volume permits the determination of a

mean molecular weight for the atmosphere, which can

be used with the equation of state to calculate the

thermodynamic variables; these values of pressure,

density, and temperature indicate directly the

- -. local effects of radiative transfer, and also give

a basis for constraining the model to a particular

regime of spectroscopic interest (strong-line, weak-

line, or intermediate-line? Lorentz profile,

Doppler profile, or Voigt profile?) for atmospheric

absorption or transmission. Spatial gradients of

the pressure, density, and temperature fields can

also be derived, shedding light on the fluid flow

Il

~.w.
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dynamics that create global circulation and climate

patterns that ultimately interact with radiative

transfer proc.esses in a nonlinecr feedback mode.

This interaction between radiative energy and

the planetary atmosphere-ground subsystems must be

a paramount consideration; it should be included in

any comprehensive modul, either througl 31n

approximation or parameterizatior, of the feedback

effects.

4." 2.2 The Solar-Planetary System

The sun experiences both short-term variations

(as evidenced by the 11\22 year sunspot cycle) and

long-term variations (as evidenced by the well-

.known Maunder Minimum, from 164 5 to 1715, as well

- - as other similar occurrences, such as the Sp6rer

Minimum) in its luminosity and energy output. These

variations are not well understood, yet the solar

output is generally considered constant at 3.827 x

1026 W (Pasachoff, 19(9).

The sun's electromagnetic radiative energy is

approximately distributed by wavelength X as

follows: '30% in the infrared, A>0.7 u m; .0% in the

visible spectrum, 0.4 xmK X<0.7 am; and _0% in the

ultraviolet, A<0.4 Am (Liou, 1979). Iii t' e:;e

LS-wavelength regions, thir 5ur exhibits differing

I.-
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equivalent blackbody temperatures, but the

effective blackbody temperature is taken to be

approximately 5800 K. Since the sun is considered

here mainly as an energy source, its size, mass,

and other physical characteristics will not be

discussed in this study.

'- Mars has a mean distance of about 228 million

-: km from the sun, with a revolution period (year) of

approximately 687 terrestrial days. Its mean

equatorial radius is about 3397 km, its density

about 3.9 x 10 kg/in, and its mass about 11% of

Earth's. The planet has an oblateness value of

0.009, almost three times the value for Earth

(0.0034). One Martian day, referred to as a "sol",

consists of 24 hours 37 minutes or 88 775 seconds

(terrestrial units) (Leovy and Zurek, 1979). The

planetary surface temperatures range from about 140

K at the poles to probably over 275 K at the

equator (Viking measurements at the surface for 470

N latitude indicated maximum temperatures over 240

K, and for 220 N, maxima near 260 K; AGU, 1977).

The obliquity (inclination of the Martian

equator to the Martian orbital plane) is 23059,

very close to Earth's value of 230271. The orbit of

Mars is inclined 1051' to the ecliptic. The

eccer.;ricity of the orbit (the ratio of the

-iistanc, Detween the foci of the elliptical orbit

04..
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and the major axis of the ellipse) is 0.0934, more

.' than five times the value for Earth (0.0167)

(Pasachoff, 1979). The obliquity varies by 13°

around its mean value over time scales on the order

of 105 years, while the eccentricity varies from

near zero (almost circular orbit) to about 0.14

(highly elliptical orbit) over time scales on the

order of 10 years. Precession of the Martian axis

occurs at a frequency ntarly in resonance with the

frequencies of several of the planetary

gravitational perturbations (mainly Jovian)

- responsible for driving the obliquity and

eccentricity variations, thereby creating feedback

effects accounting for the large magnitude of these

variations. By comparison, the amplitudes of the

obliquity and eccentricity variations for Earth's

orbit are about 10 and 2.5 times smaller,

respectively, than iose of Mars (Liou, 1979;

Pollack and Toon, 1982).

From these facts, it is apparent that the

Martian orbit is far more irregular than Earth's,

permitting greater extremes in insolation changes

and seasonal variations. The present obliquity and

eccentricity of the Martian orbit causes the

southern hemispheric surrer/ northern hemispheric
.d..

winter to be shorter than the southern hemispheric

winter/ northern hemispheric summer. Both the

,4,.



* northern hemispheric winter and southern

hemispheric summer are warmer than the same seasons

A. in the opposite hemisphere, since the former occur

at perihelion while the latter occur at aphelion.

Solar radiation influx is about 45% greater at

perihelion than at aphelion (Pallmann, 1983).

5The range of orbital deviations over 10 to

106 years allows such asyfmetries to be even more

pronounced for the appropriate combinations of

obliquity and eccentricity extremes. (In this

study, tectonic and structural changes that may

occur over such time scales, intrinsic to the

planet, and their effect on planetary radiative

transfer characteristics, will not be considered.)

Not only will the local net radiative input

oscillate over a wide range under such

circumstances (even apart from any intrinsic solar

variations, which we have already neglected!), but

these insolation changes in turn can alter the

atmosphere-ground subsystems, which then may affect

the net insolation in a complex feedback loop.

As a consequence of such irregular orbital

behavior alone, radiative transfer on Mars is a

highly variable and nonlinear process. In general,

a fully time-dependent radiative transfer model for

any planetary atmosphere covering characteristic

time scales (even if inherent planetary structural
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changes are ignored) is beyoni the scope o' present

-2 knowledge. Mars, in particular, will present a

challenge for generations to come. On human time

scales, however, these changes occur so slowly that

we need not worry that our models are restr'icted to

"present" or "constant" climatological conditions.

2.3 The Planetary Atmosphere-Ground Subsystems

The tenuous atmosphere of Mars is largely C02

(95% by volume), with nitrogen (2.7%) and argon

* (1.6%) as minor constituents, and several trace

gases in negligible amounts (totalling less than 1%

by volume) (NASA/JPL, 1984; Hess, 1979). This

composition leads to a value of about 43.62 g/mol

for the mean molecular weight of "Martian air", and

a value for the specific gas constant of about 1.9

x 102 J/(kg K). A surface atmospheric pressure of

7.7 hPa (7.7 mb) was measured by the Viking I

lander at 220 north latitude, but at both Viking

landing sites, the pressure was observed to vary

seasonally by as much as 25%, due to the growti- and

shrinkage of the polar caps, which are effuctive

C02 reservoirs; an average surface pressure around

6.0 hPa is cornsidertfd typical (NASA/JPL, 1964;

Pollack and Toon, 1982). both CU, and HD0 cOcua

have been observed on Mars (Hurt and James, 185).

"o
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I.."-.. ~'"h]'e nOrl-herr ice cap k it ri ttrniper'atur' rvat'10

I ".°,#'2e"contains d permanent water i,,e core which is the

_ min source ot' atmospheric water vapor. This ice

• -. "cap allows peak values of 50 to 100 precipitable

ALrm's (column abundanc,-) of water in the summer near

its perimeter. A planetary average for water vapor

abundance is taken to be 10 precipitable #m's;

during summer, water vapor can account for as much

as two to three percent of the atmosphere by volume

(Pollack and Toon, 1982; NASA/JPL, 1984). With a

high degree of accuracy, it is possible to restrict
01

the study of the radiative character of the Martian

atmosphere to the study of C02, the most abundant
.,, -.,.

and most radiatively active constituent.

Photographic evidence from orbit of the

erosional action of liquid water supports the

conclusion that the atmosphere was much denser on

Mars sometime in the past (Cordell, 1986).

,* Calculations indicate that the atmosphere has lost

. about .0 times as much nitrogen ann about 20 times

as much CO as is pre3ent today. The amount of

water adsorbed withiln the regolith (weathered

surface aterial or "sii") and existing below tne

surface as ir,'rosL i unknow,, but cnsidering

this and ,he perm,,nernt north polar cap of water

ice, someC irier- that Mars throughout its history,

%, %[..



,'.:, ~may hav,-, pc ',Id .,, i, u t".I' I ,:ow -r' 111,- ont iI,,-

surface p to a 10 meter cepth (NASA/JL, 9'64).

The surface of KMr's has been photographed from

,. orbit b several spacecraft, and in situ by the

Viking lancers, which also subjected soil samples

to various physical and chemical tests. Tne reader

is referred to the copious literature available on

the Viking missions for detailed accounts of the

results. Grossly oversimplified, the Martian

- surface consists of a highly fragmented layer, up

to a kilometer' thick, of boulders, rocks, dust, and

fine particles, al: probably derived from volcanic

basalts (NASA/JPL, 1984; Pollack and Toon, 1982).

Silicon and iron are the most abundant elements;

the soil is about I5 SiG2 and about 19% iron

oxides. Sulfur is about 100 times more abundant in

the Martian soil than in Earth soils, but potassium

is at least five times less abundant (NASA/JPL,

jgcy-, b The "iner dub partJcles are subject to

aeolian "iA 0rL:r fi ':r g, ard hav been

.§bser~ ie - : i . , ' ',''' 43 }.II lMeters in the

atms.f- 2' r K> :'1 o .r; ba ,3 t storns;

" ' -'.ri , . : : x :r'dr of a few ,Um's

- : i, , .~ ,ly -urMd(i by aeol Ian

-- 'r , : .';.::r r ' ) i ) time s a es to

.-. a" r• . . .. ,, ;> . K , i lm i,n, l9bj) , a lthough

,- tF me: :+r rr. .' '1;.>t! nousphericity is more

I*Z
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the norm (Pollack et al., 1979; Chylek and Grams,

1978). The atmosphere, as photographod at the

'V.- surface by Viking, has a reddish tinge, confirming

* *. that the haze particles responsible are indeed Mie

scatterers (NSSDC, personal conmunication, 1986;

NASA, 1978; NASA/JPL, 1984). Model simulations and

.w .." direct observations of Martian dust seem to

indicate montmorillonite 219B is the best candidate

to approximate its mineralogical and optical

properties (Egan et al., 1980; Pollack et al.,

1979; Martin et al., 1979).

Periodic global dust storms have been observed

on Mars, varying in severity from year to year.

These storms originat, preferentially in the

southern hemisphere during the surmner as local

storms in Noachis and Solis Planum (Peterfreund and

Kieffer, 1979; PollacK and Toon, '.)82; Zurek,

1982). Gierasch and Goody 1973) postulated the

"dusty hurricane" model -o account for storm

genesis at these tropical latitudes, whene dust

neating of atmosphere pi+,yeD I+L role analogous

to latent heAting in terr-.strial hurricanes

(Pallmann, 1976); Viking photography has indicated

loca dust df,,vils sarn a~t r heignts of t Km or

more Ihorrs and Gieras;h, ri5 n a fiw week,,

these local storms can gri. to global proportions,

aided in thi? .,'velopmcrt by positive feedback

% %-
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amo n g ti,, du.st o idtng, , tit, i.i :i, .i I ,-,1 i ' , I i:

solar heating of the atmosphere, the suos,cu.,tuemt

strengthening of the storm winds ari men

meridional circulation, anc the associ-atctvl

tides (Pollack and Toon, 1io2). However-, the

extreme dust loadings that are ultimately achiewvd

(extinction optical depths arornd 6 have been

*observed; Pollack et al., 1979) have a negative

feedback effect on the global storm dynamics, and

the storms quickly enter a plateau phase and slowly

decay. The "e-folding" time for dust removal (the

time required for a 63% reduction) from a 20 km

atmospheric column of typical dust content has been

calculated to be about 56 days (Haberle et al.,

1982), implying that the average global dust storm

has a lifetime of a few months (on the order of a

hundred days or so). This agrees with observations,

although the great dust sform of 1971-1972 observed

by Mariner 9 was notable in its longevity. However,

at altitudes above 20 km. dust has been oLserved to

persist throughout the year, regardless of season.

Intricate layered terrain features at the

polar caps, known as the 1aiinae, so far hdve

defied adeqsate explanation. They have been

theorized to be duso covered mobile water-ice

. shetts, and thus may be intimate~y related to the

global dust storms (Coriell, 19%). Dust from such

:%.5,

"°

._. - .- -.-..- . - - --. . . % . e 
.
.% - ''. % _ '. ,% . ,- % - . . - .- .-.. -.-. ..- .. . ." ". .. " .-. -*- .-
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storms is preferentially deposited over the polar

ice caps by general circulation patterns and

through the scavenging action of C02 condensation

and precipitation from the atmosphere. Dust

deposition has significant effects on the ice cap

albedo, which again brings feedback effects into

play as the clearing of the global dust storm

accelerates (Pollack and Toon, 1982).

The complex relationship between insolation

and global dust storms in the tenuous yet

radiatively active atmosphere of Mars indicates how

radiative forcing and planetary subsystems can

interact to modify each other. Meaningful models of

radiative transfer should account for such

feedback, even if only in parameterizations.

2.4 Modeling Radiative Transfer

Radiative transfer processes involve the

emission, absorption, scat.ering, and cransmission

of electromagnetic wave energy in a given medium.

In this case, the modeling of radiative transfer on

Mars can be restricted to an atmosphere of carbon

dioxide with a variable optical depth caused by

seasonal dust loadings. The compilation of C02

spectroscopic absorptior.-line parameters by

McClatchey et al. in 1973 and by Rothman et al. in

@4
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1 bu ei r7Ti:kid jar.',, , :t~ -ri vatition cf!'

MIstributl-ri.3 arid scattertieg Curnetr.t'

spherical-Ii polydisper'siotns:, the radiat lye tas~

equation evolved earlier by Chandrasekhar, van de

Ruist, arc others, ar~o th,- well-known algorithms

for single and m,,ultiple -Iie scatte-ring, arv- the

basic tools used for quantifying radiative transfer

in present models of the Martian atmosphere.

Continual incorpc-ation of new facts with these

tools permits attunenrent of the models to

observations.

* Approximations and parameterizations can be

used in the models to reduce computation time and

- effort, and may actually provide insight into the

physical processes involved. 'Die determination of

* . directional scattering intensity in the atmosphere

-. via phase functions that either require trun cati Lons

of scattering In the forward direction (Hansen,

1969) or approximations using the delta-Eddirigton

* teohnique (,Joseph et al., 16; Zurek, 1978) has

pr-oved advanitageous arnd has yielded excellent

results. Indeed, Hansern (196'jj concluded thaL

optically thnick aoraospheres, to a hip i (degree of

accuracy, act as if their scC- -terirwg actually -.s

truncated ri the forwaird dIi-ection, Jue to the

curnul a'tive effects of :ru iiasca'teri ng. Howver,

the algorithm-, for mult11iple scattering, being



ratner complt-x, r1ec improvemint with respect to

describing the effects of the variable Martian dust

loadings. Carbon dioxide absorption lines for the

tenuous Martian'. atmosphere can be better quantified

using the Voigt line-shape profile and the so-

called "intermediate-line" approximation (rather

than the strong- or weak-line exclusively)

* (Pallmann, 1976, 1983).

Extension of well-known terrestrial layer

models (along with their parameterizations

associated with turbulence, convection, conduction,

scale height, etc.) to the Martian setting allows

the vertical structure of the atmosphere to be more

clearly defined, arid in concert with thermodynamic

equilibrium considerations, permits the

constructiont of vertical temperature soundings for

comparison with satellite observations (Pallmann,

1976, 1977, 1983; Eg.-n et ai., 1980). This is

5especially important when attempting to describe

dust lcadirg e:'fects on radiative transfer. The

principles of" terrestriai -i aley cell dynamics and

.iobal circulaticr patterns (Haoerle et al., 1982;

-abeie, bo), :n- _hrnose of katabat:ic winds

\J'i'1. ted by the ": ill . .a•

temperature grab:est; . Fernandez Saint. Louis

Univerr ly MaS thesis, 19'"3' ,ra lust hurricane

formatiot (with dust hedttiF, playing, a role

*:- & . %
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of CO2 and H2O, and the nature of' the laminae.

However, for the purposes of this study, the polar

regions and their associated phase changes will be

left to future study and the model applied only to

mature dust storms near rridlatitudes. Changes at

-*- midlatitudes in local surface albedo due to the

redistribution of dust after the cessation of

global storms should be investigated, since these

variations could be significant enough to affect

local thermal equilibrium and alter subsequent dust

storm patterns and/or intensity (Wells et al.,

1984); this issue, too, will be left for future

- . consideration.

2.5 Modeling Convective Heat Transfer on Mars

Pallmann (1983) describes an atmospheric model

-,, for Mars in which an interim vertical temperature

profile is calculated, then suDjected to convective

adjustment by determining whicn, if any, of the

model's layers in this ;,eniperature profile possess

, a superadiabatic lapse rate. Th7.e enthalpy of these

-ayers is redistributed within neighboring layers

acove and below until all such layers have a

strictly adiabatic lapse rate. The layer next to

the ground, however, is V--mitted to show steep

superadiabatic lapse rates, in accorGance with tne

-A.



accepted concepts of K'~A~inst:u> T':~

convection theory, o I Nlr Ki Ir- ,L v I~nt

ad. ro u g nr e ss l enrigt h t. c:y i ii i.Ar1, -

'Ibis dual approach tocr cl'rv'<veht

exchange, consisting or' tur'bu>.mit -. 1~o

convection theoryan h ioteyistUti:

of enithalpy, sue:o eft'ective 41. rn mot g th'r'n I I

stratification in the lo)wer i artiani atmosphcrei.

2.6 Optical Properties ofr Aerosols

To understand the effects of aerosols on

radiative transfer in model atmospheres, two

parameters are fundamental: the size distribution

and the complex refractive ir,-:e-x of the aerosol.

The size distribution (along with the wavelength

interval 'under invest iga tion) deterurdnes the

scattering regime to be modeled (Rayleigh or Mie),

-while Wle refrac-live index Iscribes the absorption

and scattering character of' th-e aerosol- (Cadle and

Grar.ms, 1975,. In additior., 7;ht-, crystalline

structuna c.' tne aerosolI -s corstituer t -,,actk' may

be of' consequence; ir; a liihosoheric aroL o

silicates, fo-r example, Sccne or, tha iiocomlig

ra(: Lat' i~eeg an bed~r~t~ ~'~h

in t.1 crystal lat), i ~~co~

fireststrahlen"? o r na-s idooI ray 'f'en. a
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phenomenon quite distinct from true absorption. A

silicate-type aerosol would seem to have a

brightness temperature lower than expected because

the energy of the phonons would be unavailable for

emission. This effect is apparent for terrestrial

desert sands, and must be taken into account when

attempting to derive brightness temperatures of

desert surfaces. Collisional shock effects

experienced by the parent bodies of crystalline

aerosols, as in cratering episodes, could affect

the lattice structure and the phonon resonance

0energies involved, but this will be considered of

minor consequence for our purposes.

For the case where the wavelength of the

radiation under study is sufficiently small

compared to the radius of the particle, classical

Mie theory describes the processes of scattering

and absorption, as formulated by van de Hulst,

Sekera, and Deirmendjian. Otherwise, Rayleigh

theory applies. The sizes of the lithospheric

aerosols considered. in this study fall into the Mie

regime, as previously discussed. The determination

of the size aistribution itself depends critically

on accurate samping techniques for the aerosol

particles. However, ;he reuiotely measured

characteristics of a given particle population,

such as optical extinction, albedo, absorpion,

01



etc., can be compared to the s--ame altributes of

well studi, d and directly measured ttrrestrial

aerosol size distributliors. his permits us, to

apply what is known about terrestrial aerosols to

the cases of aerusols U. planetary atmospheres in

general. it; the case of Mars, Viking lander imaging

allowed estimates of the size (distribution function

to be made, and the spectral similarity of

montmoriilonite 219B to the dust constrains the

dust's complex refractive index to a narrow range.

T -he real part of the complex refractive index

accounts for scattering effects, while the

imaginary part describes absorption. These values

are typically functions of the wavelength of

radiation under consideration, and published values

for a given substance are usually statistically

averaged over a given wavelength or frequency

interval.

Aerosol particles in generai are irregularly

shaped, and this departure ,from sphericity

decreases tn. backscattered radiation (Liou and

Sasamori, i'75). Inhomogeneities in the aerosc

particles would also be expected to cau-e

variations in scatterin. and absorpti.i. Models
V.

using homogeneous sphe-rical particles,

incorporating tie wel i-nown Nie scatterin!T theory,

thus give upper' bound vaiues for backscattering and

rZ A u

'C'-
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absorption (Liou and Sasamori, 1975; Cadle and

Grams, 1975).

2.7 Aerosols on Earth ana Mars

For the lithospheric aerosols of Earth and

Mars, erosion of the particles by saltation and

other wind-generated collisions makes W~e

assumption of sphericity and the application of

classical Mie theory quite reasonable, although

Pollack et al. (1979) supported the view that

smooth platelike particles (typical of clays) give

a better fit to the Viking extinction data. Tne

assumption of sphericity may still be only a small

source of error if one considers the random

orientations of an ensemble of such particles.

Cadle and Gram (1975) founI that for the

terrestrial aerosol, the number of particles tended

to increase rapidly with decreasing particle size

for particles of less than 1 Xi radius. This could

imply that on Earth, the smallest aerosol particles

are the most important radiatively because of their

sheer numbers. However, increasing particle radius

gives a rapidly ircreasirg o oical c-oss-section,

so even the less numerous large particles 0ould

still dominate the aerosol optical effects, due to

.. . . .' . . .
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their increased scattering .mrid absorption

capabilities.

Cadle and Gr.,ns (197h) also deternrined that

for terrestrial aerosol size distributions, the

greatest contribution-- to scattering and absorption

are made by particles with radii between 0.1 ind

2.0 Am. Size distributions of Martian aerosols seem

roughly similar to Earth's, so these conclusions

could apply on that planet also, although our

model's dust temperature algorithm assumes that

within the highly radiative and tenuous atmosphere

* of Mars, particle size effects are rather

negligible. Pollack et al. calculateo an

"effective" particle racoius for Martian aerosols of

2.5 am from Viking cata, in agreement with earlier

conclusions made by '.oco eL al. in 1977 from

a Mariner 9 iRIS data (Pol acK et al., 197).

However, this effective" radius is the result of

an analysis of a broader size distribution,

including submicrometer sizes, with a modal radius

o- 0.4 /im. Many othe:- authors have derived

effective radii closer to 0.5 /im. As a comptromise,

.[ a radius of i m will be assumed in tnis study.

The real and imaginary parts of the refractive

inoex determined by L.n et al. in 19(3 for

"errestrial soil particles (Liou ard Sasamori,

66-, 19'15) are 1.525 and C.Ct, respectively, with a

I

r,,.
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wavelength aroun(d 0. _I am. On tnt, otnr r I, lv ev

avid Popova \1973) caicul.:t<iu "'f dre"nd

:nr ginary values cf !.n' a, O.DS respt'ativeiy, in

a sophisticated model ol' the terrestrial aerosol,

over a wvelengtn range of' .4 to 15 am, assuming

dry condition~s arc 4r:,,)por'ating v e range of

,'.- 1molecular species in the ,rsul. A perfect match

for Martian dust has yet to be developed, but the

results obtained by usirg montmorillonite 219B have

proved adequate. 7he results of investigations by

Singer (1985) indicate that a certain class of

Hawaiian palagonite soils are tne best spectral

,, match tO Martian soiis yet Known. Palagonite is an

amorphous hydrated ferric-iron/siiica gel formed by

the alteration and sec-ondary weathering of volcanic

glasses under semi-arid conditions, and may be

described as an extremely poorly crystalline clay.

Singer does riot claim palagonite as the universal

Martian soil, however, and stresses that more

crystalline ferric oxides may exist in great

abundance locally. indeed, Viking Orbiter ata

indicate that surface regions exist better

described as hematite-2Ike material. It is hoped

that the Mars Geosciences/Climatology Orbiter

mission scneauied fcr the latter, part of' this

decade will shed some light on this issue.

04



The existtrnce of trh terrestrial stratosph,_:nic

aerosol layer has been known since its jicover'y by

Junge kt al. in 1961 ushrg, b II oon-buri, Pripa't,,

\McCormick et al., 1982) but only ir. the last

decade have satellite-borne experiments been used

for its investigation. Satellite observat:ons have

shown that me:idiornal circulation patterns carry

aerosols poleward from their high concetratios at

the tropopause in the equatorial regions and

preferentially deposit them near the poles.

Ae:.sols can act as nuclei for Polar Stratospheric

!O Clouds yPSC's" it' the polar stratospheric

temperature is low enough and there is adsorbed or

otherwise intermixed water in the aerosols

(McCotvrick et al., 19T2). This is especially true

over Antarctica, with its strong subsidence cell

and extremely lo, :empera lures This polar

depcsition of tercs'- ti--"use of

Hadley cell dynamics . cold air rras., scbsi.denxe

is not unicue to hrts. i aso exhibits such

scavenging of dtrnosp,- :, ',st partc ... h

formation Of nigh t' :ouds over i

Tnis iD accurl.u.t ,:y "rbon oJ(- - p:Vtion 05,

the dust cau,: by oxtr. olc nie Martian

pol...r .s& uyr iC of

tne dust by pr-( r , .l, "- 'sri :,..

It is possible tra>(.J' e7 'se with a 15-,Terlte

0*.%.
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inclination to th - ecliptic, at. adequate rotation

rate, and a suft'icient meridional temperature

gradient would experience a Lsimilar poleward flow

pattern for aerosol circulation.

Dust storms on Mai-; have been observed from

orbit an~d from the planet slurf'ace by tne Mariner

andi- V ik inrg mi 3sions. Heat-ing of th,. atmosphere in

tne ve:,tical by dust is s-hought to be an important

factor in the evolution an~d maintenance of Martian

* storms . The presence of a thick dust aerosol

moadifies the v-rtlcal teimperatuve profile during

toe day, increasiLngj static stability near the

surface and the topmost dust layers (Pallmann,

1976), as well as erthancing the optical extinction,

-- low-level atrrzspheriu hieat*ing, andt surface warming.

Martin ana Kie:rler (1970'; note d *.r, t the dust load

of the 1977 storm, createc, opt ica. depths in the

range .3tc 2.0. compa,r to a median value of 0.3

of ',he "clear" pre-oro ' ; <sr(,. From the

orbital observations of nl1i 4  nfrared Th-ermal

Mapper (IR'nl) F. Aaro..;'~rani Martin and

Kief'er xeduce(c trait W;,rnT~r,-ns ,T ovier 80 K at

about 25 km 7_titud' -dra t_" :U'jJ i presence

o f she c u-3t a ero,,oI u~'t>'g

inverSion cf the m'j ~ ri ri iSi 'c(-, :is-suming

an eru emble wray body ,v 'r'Vy ,r j., :I the

ciust s-louK (this7 i:s rr' rrc



emlissivity I )Typoint1 (d K t t> p(i

warmring bear's striKilng resemblanrccs ti- t .

stratospheric warmings SSIA's) on -ar*.,.!;uughr

tne causative factor re urdoubtt.-dly difft;rent.-

2.8 Radiative Transfei, in Aerosol Atmos;Pheres-

- -Radiative transfer ir.i ar tmosphere-g-r1'ar1.

system involves Successive aibsorptior an -,

radiation at various levels. Atmospiie-is "c,-ounter

radiation" is the downward rn-emission oDC absorbed

upweliing planetary emission,, whi ch i,. tar-i is

dependent on the amount of incurmig 3 1r'a~to

absorbed at the planetary surface. TIhiFs priim, ry

absorption is affected by the- surfac- rleoti Vi y,

or aibedo.

Liou and Sasamori (1975) 6d:terrnined ta

0surface and aerosol albtdos interact to yie-,da

"local. .3bedo", and resultant values be1wFen C).

and 0,4 const ite a transto eim , h

effective atmospheric he~ating rates cant- , ed by

aerosol haze. For local albedo valueS belo... 0.3,

hazy an -c~ atmospheres show approx - litely the

sameTC- ,eE:-ee of warmntng. As the l-ocal -, c

:3c.eas5es, however, anid even more dramak-tically as

tie valIue excee--ds 0.4, 3Dsorption lacross: the solar

spect:'um increases in a L.azy atinospnere as opposed

-7LI 1 '1 j



to the cle ur caise. Thus tne hazy atmosphere gives

rise to greater total citmospheric wanrning, although

-. it car proirhmcte cooling :.e- tn> surface . Liou and

* *Sasamuori, as well as other investigators, have also

clearly established, ib:absorption, and thus total

ease w~ :. Ias r~solar zenith

nIle It~i sha eaIv: n ocal warning

e1ffects_- -rse critiocai y Qt;ier iient onr seaSonal and

geographic al fa ctors, as, well' is the previously

discusse-d mricro-physica1 acoptica'l parameters.

a' toy cl4,,.teibs t.,:i absorption

and cattr rg cliracter-isc- of the atmosphere-

-,ground system in the near IRwavelengths (about 1

to 10 an) are of prirna-ry importance. Generally, the

atmosphere contributes mno..t strongly to the

absorption of these waveleng ths while the

* lithosphere, and aerosol,' derived from it, dominate

the scattering processes. The "equivalence thneoreiV'

)f varn be *iuilst J 980) stat.es cuha, we can simplify

* heproblemn of describingr a gas-aeros-ol mijx by

-ascribing t he Lscartering cap; bIiities of the gas to

the particul ates a.d he s ;,o.pti on ch"_aracteristics

;~th~is~'s< h- m: .i~acot .rilt

3ysL.M r. -1.3 n 1',,(, 1, r x~a C, an

r~znbsori~' erc~a *:, <2 Davies et

@4Y

a~t. . - ... - - . . . .



-~ reducing the complexity ot' the( matherratlcal moucis

used.

rodeis3 of atmrrsp'neres with. high optic,al

depths, caused by cloudiness or high, aerosol

loddings, should properly consi'er multiple

scatta ring effects tc fu'ly descr2ibe -rIe raliiative

transfer processes, !3ic- this can compli-cate the

mathematics considerably. Parameterizations such as

th, _ delta-Ed, ington technique (Wiscombe, 19Y(7[a],

i,77Fb]), hswever, seem t- handle this prohlem

quite well, without any sif~ificant loss of

* accuracy. Also, because at-mospheric absorption

exh'bits a oressure dependen-ce-_, the Curtis-Goodson

- - approximation can be applied, to simpliify the

maithematical treatment of vertcical inhomogeneity,

al-lowing models --o take thne vertical variation of

pressure into account L- su.bs tituting rcultiple

layers of homogerneous stratificatio. for th-e actual

pressure profile Liou ari cunoj, <5

Palhlann, 1Ijo7

2.8 V 0 cln h al

Ihe terno-eratunc- of rcs(> ~ric

planetary c.tmco:3phere 1 Y :

excharinges vuig .' *~~

processes. of eic an~d ~cinf

0Afo



parttcls, uilrsionaI exchanges, with the ambient

* aas \oflvectiveiy fli~x,_ whe_ rever sinperadiabatic

~tesacc~;a:. thie exchange possible due

t-as ~ansitiotrs ot' thie ambient gas or- of other

volatiles wtIntne- a7 mo.-phere (Stephens, 1983;

ugai et a . h .sud y avoids3 the case of

cn~~gccf~e. s wi~rs . Far the terrestrial

255c,-';Oa et --I. ,1V175, 1L976) calculate-_d that

tue 1. ~. ter~vratrecan exceed the ambient gas

t erz~ raure~yas much as >).D K in) the mesosphere,

Ve~ e:w~r'edi feertalvaries

sigr nti O1 4 wit seascu, alIti4tude, and time of

* h'..-he ratte of' c-hange of tuie particle temperature

de:' r th rae E~ erh p hange for the

par, cie, hins pactthe niet d4ivergence of

* . ~- e therc-al i ;c~.eto above, namely,

; hrcissic. 'ab-s-.tdon, and collisional

flux d'' l u-'boert convection).

nir cftoeambienrt gas. iL

5LC2~ ~ en ~' r.its hasc changes,

P ge' It CthJ L2 o and

.'~':"-2ttr -1' 1!t% constituent rnoieccaiz

us' ',>It-u tviLff -er-(ces between

N :; -'>of' .d. 'ney~aci 'quIibrium (LTIE)

.- y '-i,-.i~ ie bsosterr ar not

'x .~ igv.~*r'p:'ssueswhere

V -
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x Irn:o be xe tno w!

jMt~~ cirC e q -i i I i b r tw e n ti 2 .

For Mars a~ ~~ 'no ;-

exteonoec , r -ij - t'~

pl aneta y iiorr..l vr:i in ~.l~~ tir .c;

ove: Stich \relaivK Y, e or s -'e hat local

ther~odyo~::.Ie~ rto. o~'->.'Etli L- two

subss'rn is .rcb,,)Lly r ven :'u'ly achieve,-, an~d

troo s oono, s tof empe rlo,' -:,e oiff erei al between

* ~~thrw ae oso .3G i'~n h gas i s to be expecteid

almnost dlwjv5. T1his L ool imply, at least on Earth,

that the 3enosol acts a heat source during

dayigh horsai-d -a heat slink at night, Generally,

asea .en--air. threshold 3ltiLto .I , here

~ ison~pr'ceseo eco t nglig.ible, raerosols

are heat u' v'vr r g. wveTeos

lnteres'ti. gly -Unno IC.!: ror 1ich ircdiaLes

that even a', .I', th- 1; V' en '"--_5cqn

atrnosphe.--2 dO;r % ' . .~ ee p ;i 0st

02.
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Fiocco et al. (1975) found for Earth that the

temperature differential tended to increase with

altitude and decreasing pressure, then diminished

slihtly before it attained a constant limiting

value where energy exchanges between gas and dust

were negligible, a characteristic of the radiative

equilibrium of interstellar dust (as calculated by

van de Huist in 1946 and 1949).

The black body radiation laws are implicit to

any model of radiative transfer and related energy

budgets. To apply the modification of a gray body

assumption to these basic olack body laws for the

aerosols in a dust cloud, a value of the bulk or

ensemble emissivity is needed, a much different

situation from determining the ernissivity of

individual particles. This can be a significant

stumbling block, especially for nonhomogeneous

aerosols with poorly known refractive indices.

Also, as was noted earlier, phenomena such as the

residual ray effect can invalidate black or gray

body a.3sumptions by modifying the energy t,-ansfers

that occar. :f biack body tneory cannot be appl-ed,

modeling radiative transfer bcornes virtually

rposs-ibl

Obviously, great care must be taken when

doawing conclusions from sauellite observations of

radiative processes. The Emissions of dust aleft,

"4
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as di.;cusoed previously, ,cnwlki yiel i r inv,,r:..,

brightness temperature totally different from thnt

of the ambient gas, ar.d this discrepa: cy w.ul&

become even more severe if the data corresponded to

aerosols at increasingly highr altitudes. If the

aerosol was highly crystalline in natui, the

residual ray effect could put even the inverted

brightness temperature of the dust itself in doubt.

The use of an inaccurate bulk or individual

particle emissivity, as mentioned above, would

cause similar problems. At depth, below the dust
N.JN

layer, the thicker atmosphere can be warme-cd by the

- dust emissions, and the fact that the aerosol is

"* not present in great quantities in a particular

layer should not lead to the conclusion that the

layer is free of' tne aerosol's influence. This

effect is mo:,e pronounc-a for a radia-ively active

atmospheric constituent such as carbon dioxide,

because of its enlanc .d absortion capab l ity in

the infrared. A mcder,te dust layer at medium or

low altitude can affect the lapse r-rte profile of a

munh thicker atmosptieric iaye: above t, and modify

the static stability as well. The imiicqtions for

convection ard other Jyrlamrc eff cts ar(e profound.

% ".% ".,-



3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Overview

For an aerosol atmosphere, disparities in gas

temperature, Tg, and particle temperature, Tp, may

*. - materialize over the diurnal cycle. A radiative-

conductive-convective neat transfer simulation of

the Martian dusty atmosphere was developed to

obtain data on such gas-aerosol interactions. This

thesis proposed to quantify the temporal and

* spatial character of the temperature differential

(Tp-T ), and then to analyze and interpret the
pg9

result and its ramifications on the atmospheric

thermal structure of Mars.

The use of well-known radiative transfer

-' algorinrns within the simulation established some

familiarity with meteorological computer modeling

as well as emphasized the physics involved in

planetary thermal behavior. These algorithms were

chosen on the basis of their proven efficacy, sound

theoretical foundatiocs, and basic compatibility

with available computing equipment in terms of

financial and time constraints.

Such algorithms, modified as needed, were

utilized to construct a practical computer- program

to produce thermal energy fluxes in the temporal

37
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and vertical domains in a mod,( of th(, M.irl i'i

atmosphere. Temperature and opacity data from

Mariner and Viking space probes were used, along

"--. with orbital and physical constants given by

P. Souders (1970) and Mechtly (1973), to provide model

input and set the boundary and initial conditions

for the simulation. Temperature fields within the

atmosphere were inferred from flux fields by means

of enthalpy rate principles, while the radiation

laws of Kirchhoff and Planck were applied to the

flux fields to determine aerosol temperatures.

3.2 Description of the Model

The MARSTEMP program of Pallmann et al.,

developed from 19 7 4 to 1976 under NASA Grant NGR 26-

006-042-2, was the nucleus of the current model,

MARSDUST. The reader is referred to the works of

this author listed in the Bibliography if an

explicit description of the program is desired.

Since MARSTEMP was written in FORTRAN-H and

subsequent modifications were not entirely

documented, significant effort was expended in

updating and debugging the program to run under the

FORTRAN 77 compiler now in use on the department's

MASSCaNP computer. Many difficulties also had to be

overcome before th(-. lengthy but necessary HI'I7,AN

•% N
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database wis in a format eaiily usable. Must of

this work preceded the development of the algorithm

to compute dust temperatures.

MARSREMP utilized input files derived from a

database of atmospheric spectroscopic parameters

* compiled by McClatchey et al. at the Air Force

- Cambridge Research Laboratory (AFCRL) in 1973 for

use in the their LOWTRAN code. MARSDUST similarly

requires data for C02 extracted from the updated

database named HITRAN, developed by Rothman et al.

4q (1983) of the renamed Air Force Geophysics

*Laboratory (AFGL) and subject to periodic revision.

The 1986 HITRAN version used in this effort was

kindly provided by Dr. Laurence S. Rothman of the

Infrared Physics Branch at AFGL to the Department

of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences at Saint Louis

University.

-. A random band transmission model, based on

that of Goody (1964), was developed for MARS'rEMP

utilizing a combined Lorentz-Doppler line shape

profile 'n a treatment of intermediate line

intensities, to better account for the spectral

* ".gappiness in the absorption spectrum of the tenuous

atmosphere of Mars; a more sophisticated approach

using the Voigt profile from AFGL's FASCODE, as

described by Clough et al. (198i), proved beyond

the scope of this study. The transmission model

%4
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used parameters extracted from the McClatchey

database, namely, line intensity, lower state

energy, and collision half-width; MAR.SDUST alno

uses the same quantities, although taken from the

Rothman HITRAN compilation. An algorithm for

effective absorption by an assumed height-depenaent

polydisperse silicate aerosol was installed in the

program to account for dust effects on radiative

transfer. MARSTEMP used data for silicate

polydispersions calculated by Deirmendjian (1969)

in its treatment of dust effects; MARSDUST

*incorporates data deriveO by Viking investigators

* : wherever possible to improve on MARSTEMP's

parameterization of the aerosol. A sophisticated

model for multiple scattering was beyond the scope

of available computing facilities; a decoupled and

modular algorithm, as describec by isaacs et a!.

(1986) for use in AFGL's FASCODE and LOWMRAN

routines (Clough et ai., 1981), would oe a

desirable Lmprovement to the parameterized

a treatment given multiple scattering in the MARSThMP

and MARSDUST programs. Such an algorithm would seen

ideally suited for accomodation in a multitude of

radiative transfer problem.s, assuming one possessed

equipment with the computing power to handle the

considerable number of iterations required oy the

program.

" ," '' ', " " '. . . . .. . . " % . ... . - -. ." "" . -' " . " . % .. . -- .. - ... "%
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MARSTEMP was attuned by Pallmann et al. to the

McClatchey input by using data obtained during the

period November 1971 to February 1972 by the

Infrared Interferometric Spectrometer instrument

(IRIS) on the Mariner 9 spacecraft, as well as the

* .IR radiome.tric and S-band occultation experiments.

Since similar IRIS data was not available from the

Viking mission, attunement of MARSDUST to the

revised Rothman database was achieved by

constraining the model to cyclical diurnal balance

under the condition of no dust loading, such that

temperatures at all levels at 24 hour intervals

were approximately unchanged. The new attunement,

although opposite in sense, is comparable in

magnitude to the prior adjustment, and seems quite

reasonable in light of the distinct differences

between the two databases used. The Rothman

compilation has nearly double the number of

absorption lines in the spectrum as the McClatchey

listing, necessitating the opposing trend of the

current attunement process. The MARSTEMP

aojustment, in essence, was a calibration implying

a wider "effective" line half-width rand an

increased "effective" absorber amount due to the

relatively coarse resolution of the McClatchey

database. This attunement had to be negated and,

@O
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indeed, reversed, in accordance with the improved

spectral resolution of the new HITRAN database.

3.3 Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions

The governing equations for MARSTEMP and

MARSDUST are the Equation of Transfer (Liou, 1978;

Siegel and Howell, 1971) and its derivatives, and

the Enthalpy Rate Equation, along with the laws of

black body radiation, spectroscopy, "perfect"

gases, and thermodynamics. Within either model,

* !enthalpic heating rates are equated to the negative

divergence of the pertinent net fluxes of surface

and atmospheric infrared radiative heating

(amplified by a mon-radiative term, the conductive

heat flux) and of solar radiative heating. These

radiative fluxes are obtained tnrough the numerical

integration of the Equation of Transfer over the

wavelength range 0.2 am to 50 #m, the altitude

range 0 to 50 kin, and the entire solid angle. The

Enthalpy Rate Equation is solved numerically at 52

atmospheric levels between 0 and 50 km, and at 30

subsurface levels between 0 and 60 cm. Solutions to

these equacions are ccmrron in the scientific

literature, and tie reader is referred to Pallmann

(1976; 1977) for a detailed treatment of the

mathematics. It is important to note the nonlinear

o
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character of' the irtL 'vu-di fernt la I equat ion

describing radiative transfer. No analytical

solutions exist; approximations are required and

feedback effects are implicit.

The optical characteristics of polydisperse

aerosols were tabulated by Deirmendjian in 1969,

and the principal investigators of the Viking

mission have used his modified gamma distribution

to describe the size distribution of the Martian

dust particles. Analysis of photographic data from

the Viking Lanuer imaging cameras established

reasonably accurate values for the necessary input

parameters to the gamma distribution function,

* ,which allowed Mie theory to be applied toward the

computation of values for the optical constants of

*- the dust (PolIaCK et a!., 1979). Other researchers

used -cadiance data obtained from the Infrared

Thermal Mapper (IM') on the Viking Orbiter as

boundary conditions to defLie the optical

properties of the planet as a whole under varying

conditions. Kieffer et al. (1976). using the 20 Am

band of the Viking Ortiter IRTM, :Lplied a mean

value of 0.285 for the surface albedo near the

Viking 1 landirg site (Pollack et al., 1979) and

implied values between 0.90 and 1.0 for surface

V.L infrared emissivity. Pollack et al., using the

Viking Lander imaging, derived explicitly a value

'
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of 0.86 for the single scattering albedo of the

dust averaged over the solar spectrum centered at

0.67 Am, which amounts to setting the average dust

. .- absorptivity at 0.14 in this spectral region. Hunt

(1979) derived ensemble infrared emissivities

between 0.4 and 0.7 for dust clouds under variable

dust loadings and zenithi angles, implying high

infrared emissivity values, perhaps as high as 0.8

to 0.9, for individual dust particles. Thus, by

analogy to terrestrial silicate sands, infrared

emissivity values between 0.8 and 0.9 may be

0 considered typical of individual Martian dust

particles. These parameters were required by

MARSDUST as a prerequisite to the establishment of

an algorithm to calculate dust temperature.

Conversion of the dust extinction coefficients used

• - in the MARSDUST simulations to actual optical depth

values is dependent on accurate figures for the
,..

integrated column density of the dust as well as

the mean radius cf the particles (Pallmann, 1976).

in the abscence of agreement on these quantities,

precise values of optical depth will not be quoted

here; observations indicate that the dust

extinction coefficients used in this study are well

within the range of optical depths and dust

distridutions possible on Mars. In any case, trenOs

in atmospheric thermal behavior can indeed be

r0'.
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ascertained from the data, and further analysis or

refinement by others is welcome and encouraged.

3.4 Initial Atmospheric Conditions of the Model

An initial condition vertical temperature

profile for MARSDUST was deduced from the Viking

data of Seiff and Kirk (1977) and the initial

profile used by Pallmann et ai. in MARSTEMP.

Temperatures above the 35 km level in the Seiff and

Kirk profile disagree with the Pallmann profile
O

based on Mariner 9 data, and in one review by

Pollack et al. in 1979, no values above this level

were quoted at all! MARSDUST output was very

unstable at the upper altitudes when the Seiff and

Kirk profile was used, which had the temperature at

the 50 km level at an usually cold and physically

suspect 148 K. This is very near the frost point of

C2, where the transition from the gaseous to the

solid phase may occur; no such behavior was ever

observed by Mariner or Viking spacecraft. In the

upper layers of the Seiff and Kirk profile, diurnal

balance proved unattainable and intense warming of

these highest layers cou-d ,ot be eliminated in the

Tirdel output. The Seiff and Kirk profile is perhaps

*more properly a trajectory profile rather than a

vertical one; its uppermost temperatures seem to be

@41:
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more characteristic of the polar region or at least

the higher latitudes, which may indeed have been

the region of entry for the deorbiting lander, but

which is very far removed from the final landing

-.site located at subtropical latitudes. Because of

such practical concerns, the profile used in

MARSDUST was a hybrid of the Seiff and Kirk data

and the Mariner 9 data. The Mariner 9 profile

implies upper layer temperatures warmer than Seiff

and Kirk, including a 50 km value near 10 K; this

profile was adopted by Pallmann for MARSTEM4P.

MARSDUST assumes the lowest level temperatures

quoted by Seiff and Kirk are accurate but adopts

the original values of Pallmann (1976) for the

* uppermost levels.

After initialization, the model requires that

-~several hundred timesteps be run before numerical

stability is attained by the output. Planetary

fluxes in the model output increased slightly but

steadily ovie the first few days of simulation, as

did derived temperatures, but then temperatures

were observed to oscillate mildly abot riedian

values after approximately three simulated days. It

appears the model is more Esnsitive to variations

in -olar radiative input than planetary cutpuc;

derived temperatures after three days varied

typically by less than five percent from their

P.J
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initial values, while planetary fluxes increased by

about ten percent over the same time. These

disparities were lessened by having no dust load

and aggravated by increased dust loading, and are

" apparently a measure of the success of the applied
i0

attunement process described previously, as well as

the affects of dust loads. In the discussion of

results offered her'e, values quoted are for the

fourth day of simulation or later, when model

output is assumed to be more or less

computationally sable.

3.5 The Dust Temperature Algorithm

MA-SDUST includes an algorithm to calculate

dust particle temperature, derived from principles

set forth by J.R. Howell and R. Siegel (1969). An

explicit formulation of the dust temperature module

is given in Figure 1. Th( model consists of

idealized concentric sphezes, where the net influx

of energy, Qin' tc the particle is the sum of the

contributions of icrngwave and shortwave absorption,

integrated over all incident zenith angles with

azimuthal independence; assumed. Because of the

extreme minuteness of the particles, instantaneous

thermal equilibrium can be considered a good

approximation, such that Q = -Q.n" Absorptivity

out in'
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of 0.14 for solar, (shortwave) flux is assumed in

accordance with Pollack et al. (1979). By invoking

Kirchhoff's principle that a good emitter is a good

absorber, the absorptivity is set equal to the

emissivity for the planetary (longwave) spectrum.

For all data presented here, an emissivity of 0.80

is assumed in analogy to terrestrial desert sands,

and by considering the suppressing effect of the

silicate lattice structure on emission

(reststrahlen effect), which would tend to lower

the emissivity value. As a sink mechanism, C02

* condu..tivity of heat away from the particle was

assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution function

.- (height-square logarithmic profile), as described

i by Pallmann (1983). Such a vertical dependence was

justified by considering the nature of the eddy

exchange processes and turbulent mixing responsible

for carrying the dust aloft, It was assumed that

tne same physical processes rhat allow dust

suspension permit the effect-.ve conduction of heat

away from the particle by The atmosphere, such that

smaller dust loadings at any level corresponded to

.ess effective C02 conductivity at that level, and

vice versa. As a consequence, dust and atmospheric

-emperatures at the lowest levels are always equal,

with any dust heat excess quickly being lost to the

atmosphere.

~%
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In the model, a dust particle with effective

spherical radius r lies within a spherical gaseous
p

shell of radius R .ht, value of R is physicaliy; g g

limited to be never less than r + d, where d is on

t-he or er of the mean free path of a gas molecule.

For the tenuous atmosphere of Mars, this strongly

suppresses any direct thermal interaction between

the gas and the particle, since Rg is nominally an

order of magnitude larger than typical r '3, evenp

at the lowest altitudes. The algorithm does permit

dust-gas feedback, such as that described by Fiocco

et al. (1975), but only when Rg and r am of the

same order of magnitude, or when the gas has a very

low emissivity in the thermal infrared; for the

Mars case, the surface area of the gaseous shdll is

always much larger than the surface area of the

parLicle, and the term involving gas emissivity in

the formula giren in Figure 1 is negligible. It was

therefore deemed appropriate to neglect this effect

in the MARSDUST model, considering the assignment

of a typical I am radius, implicit withY'n MARSTEMP,

tc the individual oust particle. (A flowchart of

the MARSDUST program i:i presented in Figure 2 to

assist the reader in visualizing the various

modules and algoritrm').

'p
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It is important to note that this assumption

does not imply any lack of synergy between gas and

dust in the model when one considers overall

atmospheric warming. Indeed, this thesis supports

the contention that dust contributes to warming of

the atmosphere; but the effect is primarily the

result of increased atmospheric absorption due to

multiple scattering of radiation by the dust, not

by the heated particles directly warming the gas by

radiation or conduction.

Radiative heating of the gas by the dust can

indeed occur, and may become significant for the

higher dust concentrations, but this feedback

effect is neglected in the current model. MARSDUST

output indicates that particle fluxes are much

smaller than solar fluxes and usually smaller than

planetary fluxes, which are the two most important

thermal forcing mechanisms. Flux errors introduced

by this neglected effect are probably on the order

of 10%, roughly the ratio between solar fluxes and

atmospheric layer fluxes; errors in temperatures

derived from the Stefan-Boltzmann Law would be even

less because of their fourth-power relationship to

fluxes. It is hoped, however, that future work will

improve on the current algorithm in treating these

nonlinear effects.
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1 Overview

The reader is referred to the Appendix for ak q %

comprehensive graphic presentation of the results

of the MARSDUST simulations. Please note that LST

is an abbreviation for Local Martian Solar Time,

while DUSTAMP is shorthand for Dust Amplitude, a

measure of the atmospheric dust loading. LUST 0.000

indicates the beginning of a diurnal cycle, while

r. ULIST 24.000 signifies the end of the same 24 hour

period. All plotted data for dust correspond to a

dust emissivity of 0.80; output utilizing this

emissivity differs by less than 3% from output

using an emissivity of 0.90. A sensitivity study

showed that derived dust temperatures were only a

weak function of emissivity for values above 0.70

and strong dependence was seen only for highly

unrealistic emissivities below 0.30. The values of

emissivity referred to here are for the individual

dust particle and are quite distinct from the bulk

emissivity values quoted in the literature for an

ensemble of particles in an optically thick cloud.

For a simulation without dust loading at all

timesteps, atmospheric temperature soundings above

9 km showed the smooth exponential decline with

53
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height characteristic of radiative cooling. The

lowest 9 km were dominated by conductive and

convective processes, as exhibited by persistent

nearly adiabatic lapse rates (+5.2 K/kn) and strong

nightime inversions in this region (Figures 3 and

4). At night in the lowest 2 km, a temperature

inversion is a constant feature because of the

rapid cooling of the surface after sunset with

respect to the overlying atmosphere. This inversion

intensifies to lapse rates over -17 K/km Lst

before dawn, and does not completely disappear

until well into mid-morning, near 10.000 LMST.

Without dust loading, maximum surface temperature

is around 250 K just after local noon, while the

minimum jdst before dawn approaches 185 K. The

inversion in the lowest layers sets in very quickly

after sunset.

Dusty atmosphere simulations were run with

three extinction coefficients (representing three

distinct dust ioadings): 1.2 x i - per" cm, 3.0 x

i0-7 per cm, and 6.0 x 10- 7 per cm (Figure 5).

6 ffThese correspond to the moderate to heavy dust

'-. storms observed on Mars by the Mariner and fiking

spacecraft. The dust load in eacn case was set to

zero at an altitude of 42 ki., in accordance with

the observation that Martiin dust loadings rarely

exceed this level. This assumption credates an

* 4@
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abrupt discontinuity in the atmospheric temperature

profile at the 42 km altitude. The reader is

cautioned tha,. the temperature values in the

uppermost layers of the dusty atmosphere soundings

U" are only as realistic as the previously stated

assumption. It does seem reasonable that such an

p.-". abrupt change should occur at least somewhere in

the upper atmosphere, since purely physical

considerations imply a shallow transition region

above which aerosols of a given effective radius

cannot be kept aloft.

The shapes of the temperature soundings for

the various dust loads are quite similar. However,

with increasing dust load, layers above 25 km

appear to be cooled, while the atmospheric layers

below 25 km, and the surface itself, show a

significant warming trend (Figures 6-9). A model

sensitivity study indicated that surface cooling is

U. achieved only after a drastic increase in dust

concentration, corresponding to a DUSTAMP of 1.2 x
-4 -1

10 cm . This is a thousand-fold increase in

particle number density from our lowest previously

stated DUSTAMP value, and represents a dusT load of

about 5000 particles per cubic centimeter, assuming

an e'ft'ective radius of one micrometer. Predawn

4ini-rm surface temperature for the lightest (ust

.od i3 near 190 K, while for the heaviest dust

1- o- e
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load, it i3 about 200 K. Predawn temperaturu at rke(.

40 km level for the lightest dust load is about 175

K, while for the heaviest dust load it is closer to

172 K. At LMST 13.900, the maximum surface

temperature for the lightest dust load is 253 K

while it exceeds 260 K for the heaviest dust load.

The effect of the thicker dust loading seems to be

mainly felt near the surface, where the dust

contributes to strong warming but also promotes

cooling aloft by inhibiting escape of planetary

emissions to higher altitudes. The increased

* multiple scattering induced by the higher dust load

enhances absorption by carbon dioxide in the lowest

levels at the expense of uhe upper atmosphere. By

adding to the atmospheric counter radiation in the

-:- lower layers, the thicker dust loads can help warm

the surface throughout the diurnal cycle.

Even a cursory inspection of the dust

temperature profiles (Figures 10 and 11) shows the

swift response of dust temperature to the influx of

solar radiation, regar-dless of dust loading.

-Simlarly, the surface temperature experiences

drasti- shifts between nighttime and daytime

V7; :cnditions. The response of the atmosphere as a

whole to solar input, whether or not dust is

present, is far more sluggish. This difference in

response indicates the disparity between the

@41-
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- specific heat capacities and thermal inertias of

the soid and gaseous components of the planetary

ground-atmosphere system.

With increasing dust load, dust temperatures

attain lower maximum and higher minimum values, and

th,_ magnitude of the dust-atmosphere temperature

differential decreases. TYhe higher dust content

also aids in burning off the morning inversion more

quickly. Higher dust amplitudes tend to lower the

*' altitude of minimum dust temperature at night, and

raise it during the day. This implies that the

. _upper levels "feed" off the heat content of the

very dusty lower levels throughout the diurnal

-cycle; this is more evident at night, of course,

when the heat source is not replenished, while in

the daytime, the heat content of the lowest layers

steadily increases with continued insolation. While

dust-free and light dust load -,nditions give very

stable, almost isot- ,-,I, :-ip:e rates -t the

topmost levels, incre-> : .:',st oading yields

increasingly stable lapse rates at nearly all other

.-*.'" *levels higher tha. 9i kmr so, throughout the

ciurial cycle. The lapse rates in the lowest 9 km

do not seem to be a strong funccion of dust

. concentration; the in_-.easing heat content of the

lowest levels appears to b, quir'kly trari.-ferred to

the mtd-levels. This agrees with previous modelirig

J%
44 .i 44 "..--..*.?-.* "
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by various researchers who determined that the

Martian dust storms carry the seeds of their own

destruction; increasing the static stability of the

lower atmosphere by warming middle layers inhibits

the dynamic mechanisms required for dust lifting,

and the storm is gradually extinguished from below.

Because of the tendency of high dust loads to

decrease the amount of planetary flux reaching the

uppermost layers, the maximum dust temperatures and

dust-gas temperature differentials which occur at

the highest levels are lower for the thicker dust

loads. Maximum dust temperatures for all three

simulated dust loadings exceeded 280 K with an

assumed dust emissivity of 0.80, while maximum dust-

atmosphere temperature differences exceeded 105 K

at the 42 km level in each case during daylight

hours. At night, the minimum temperature

A.-, differentials at the 42 km level were over 41 K in

each case, and perceptible dust-atmosphere

'-'4 temperature differences occured at lower levels

than in the daytime.

The plotted atmospheric temperature profiles

indicate that at least five distinct atmospheric

layers exist whenever dust is present. These

include a surface boundary layer of about 1 km

thickness exhibiting conduction/convection dynamics

-and experiencing diurnal temperature shifts of

4,°°
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about 50 K; a well-mixeci region, 8 to 9 km tI i>.,

of adiabatic lapse rate.--;, just above the oudary

layer, where turbulence, eddy mixing, conxocttonn,

and dust influences dominate; a 30 km thick layer

topping the adiabatic region, characterized by

radiative hoating/cooling processes with diurnal

temperature changes of less than 5 K, and whose

static stability increases with increasing dust

load; a shallow (2-3 km thick) layer of near-

adiabatic to adiabatic lapse rates overlying the

topmost dust level, indicative of turbulent mixing;

__-] and finally, a region which returns to radiative

heating/cooling processes. In the dust-free state,

only three regimes are evident, namely the surface

boundary layer, the well-mixed adiabatic layer

above it, and the radiatively active layer

overlying them both and extending to space. It is

apparent that dust loading can cause significant

S changes in atmospheric stratification and static

stability; detailed discussion o' the attendant

implications for, the. pertinenc .eteoroiogical

dynamics (e.g. storm- genes;s id deay) is left

for future stuoy. it J mpor,.ant 1o note, however,

that on Mars, the characteristic relaxation times

for th.rmal perturbatiro i.22,5', by radiation, with

spatial sciI 's on tit> order of :soveral hundree

meters, are comp;irabl, to the relaxation times 'or

9,
• 9", ' , " € ," t " , .- " - " - . , " . - - ."'""""""""""" , . " ". .

.v4 : ',, :"" ' ; . < : , ,o-. .: . -.. ,, ,, - -. -.. ,,' -.. -. .. ..-, , .-,,
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... thermal perturbations on similar spatial scales due

to mild turbulent corwction (Danrievick arid

Pallman, 1974; Belton and Goody, 1967); this is

very different from the terrestrial situation, and

suggests that the character of dynamical processes

on the two planets can be quite dissimilar.

Consideration of the tenuity of the Martian

atmosphere also supports this conclusion.

Model output indicates that reflected solar

flux at any level is about 50% to 75% of the

upwelling ground flux, while direct incoming solar

flux is typically more than 1.5 to 2.5 times as

great as the ground flux, depending on altitude.

Atmospheric layer fluxes -re about 20% of ground

fluxes at a given level. This implies that solar

fluxes are nominally at least an order of magnitude

larger than atmospheric fluxes. Solar flux is

greatest at the highest levels, of course, while

the opposite is true of the planetary fluxes.

Fluxes due to particlei alone depend on altitude

-and dust loading, but range from about one third to

twice as great as atmcsphtric layer fluxes. It is

apparent that particle flux can be sigrificant when

compared with the atmospheric flux, but since

ground emission:, dominate the amount of energy

radiated to apace (output) !nd solar energy is the

primary forcing function (irput) for tht , 3y:tem,

%h
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only unusually heavy c.t concentrations are

capable of pertiu-birng the overall planetary thirmal

balance.

4.2 Validation of Model Output

Volume 84 of the Journal of Geophysical

Research (JGR), dated June I0, 1979 and published

as the "Mars Volatiles I aue", presenteJ

contributions from :ri-: y o' the principal

investigators of the Vikinge MISSIO, including

* several articles directly perta-ning to the thermal

infrare.d properties of .e Martian atmosphere. Dust

aerosols were also discasec in some detail, and

derived particle par-mtera were incor porated into

the model. The anilyses offered in the Mars

Volatiles issue of ,'Jlc w.11 be cAS: here as one

benchmark in deteminziv, ttit va'.idity of the

MARSDUJT moed, sire K.el repr sect ,. nest

uner-standing .. . v. _-tinCpherr )et

"T]"Vh- pJeicus . <_J _ tulierent ot the

.monel -.o eye0.11 ,bAre, 12 a .c ak &Id of'

validator,. Obviously, if' n(e model KeAre ircapabie

c)," such b.ilauce, it w;i;d r t, ,ven > 'ter'nai v

corListent, much I,-;:; a1 ai , rnulatiorj (

rality. In additior , neuessaEry validation

'I%
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proc:dure 1s to compare the fluxes computed for the

dust free case with fluxes computed for the various

dust loads, to determine if the "dusty" atmospheric

fluxes are approximately equal to dust free

atmospheric fluxes plus dust particle fluxes alone.

This approach is more susceptible to error because

of the lack of accurate estimates of dust

concentration, which are needed to calculate dust

particle fluxes, but it is hoped that even a rough

order of magnitude agreement will provide increased

confidence in the model.

In this regard, upward and downward fluxes

computed for the atmospheric source layers by the

model were compared for the dust free and dust

laden cases. Then fluxes due to dust particles

alone were computed manually, using the vertically

integrated column number density derived by Conrath

et al. (1973) from Mariner 9 data. This number

density, Corresponding to the MARSDUST amplitude of

1.2 x 1C 7 cm , was determined tD be about 1.2 x

10 for a radius of' 1 am. Assuming an a-mospheric

colunn of about 40 km maximLu height, the Conrath

et al. value yields a ,nean nunbec Jensity of 3/cm.

This is not in agreement with calculations made

later by Pollack et al. (1977), who derived a value

"closer to 30/cm 3 ; however, Pollack et al. assumed a

radius almost an order of magnitude smaller, which

W0y. ..... .
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pr-,bably accounts for the discrepancy. P" is

important to note that these uerivwod riumbLo-

densities apply only to thta, parltcle radii quotei,

and are not meant to describe the entire size

distribution. The Conrratn et al. figure, beir the

result of a vertical integratiu:, must be thooij -;

of as an average, implying smaller values at high

altituces and greater values r ear the surface. For

tht- sake of this analysis, a vaJue of 5/cm 3 was

-- assLuned near the surface for a DUSTAMP (extinction

coefficient) of 1.2 x 10 - 7 cm-l; similarly, DUSTAMP

-;lues of' 3.0 and D.0 x 10 - cm correspond to

reir-surfact) number densities of about 12/cm3 and

m25/, respectively.

In a rectangular column with a base area of

one square centimeter and height one kilometer (a

typical ;ource layer thickness in the model), the

total number of particles would be about 500 000,

1 200 000, a' d 2 500 000 for t-,e three DIFJTAMPs.

Since trne particles ark 'astly smaller than the

volume they occupy, eve, tsetse nurrbE r,

cotvsioer,.d to inc 1 ,c a 7egbLgtbP anount of

overlap i .cross secto:-cri, So the, the particles are

assumoc, not to obscure ... "hadcw" each other.
Thas, tne principle c)," lir, -I superpuoitio- c.n be

appli,2d to compute t:, ,,2t up,'i1 rd dowwa

fluxes from such an en.-emble o' Darticles. Usinv

%'.
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the Stefari-Boltzmann Law f''r gray bodies d:irkd an

assumed emissivity of 0.80, flux densities for

individual particles at a given temperature can be

computed. Knowing their total surface area permits

direct calculation of the total flux due to the

particle ensemble.

Using a median temperature value of 230 K for

a 1 km thick source layer centered at 1.5 km

altitude at local noon (12 LMST), the sum of the

total upward and total downward particle fluxes,

based on the Stefan-Boltzman Law, is about 8000

erg/sec for the 5/cm dust load, 19 000 erg/sec for

3the 12/cm concentration, and 38 000 erg/sec for

3the 25/cm concentration. For this same layer in

mthe dust free state, the sum Of the upward and

downward fluxes is about 19 000 erg/sec. For the

three DUSTAMPs, in increasing order, the amount of

flux in excess of this baseline figure for the

given layer is 10 000, 24 000, and 43 000 erg/sec.

These values differ from the dust fluxes stated

babove by about 25%, 21%, and 12%, respectively. In

light of the crude assumptions made, this agreement

is surprising.y close ond pt-rni 's a reasonable

level of confidence in th- vl 2 dity of the model.

Martin et al. (1979) gave temperatures for the

surface and dusty atmosphere, basc on the

inversion of Viking I1INTI radjafo " data at various

~ ~A*
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wavelengths, which are in agreement with t 4AY3DUST

output. They conclude That surface temperatures are

much greater than atmospheric temperatures

typically between tne hours of 9 and 16 UivST, a

feature captured rather well by MARSDUS'i. Acco.'ding

to Martin et al., the inversion of 20 um radiance

data gives an estimate of minimum surface

temperatures while inverting the 7 ,am data yields
j maximum surface temperatures. If so, their dust-

free maximum around 253 K and minimum near 181 K is

in good agreement with the model. Their dusty

*atmosphere data was mainly for rhe southern

hemisphere, where summer temperatures are warmner

than in northern summer,, but even so, their figures

of about 273 K and 21u K, corresponding roughly to

the same time of season as the IMARSDUST simulation,

are very close to model outputs for the he vier

dust loads. Peterfreund and Kieffer (1979 ,

determined mean dust cloud tempratures nrv_ - 237 K

and cloud top heights between 8 arnd 1' rcm. A

derivation of' dust cloud height by Mar2. s, .

from 9 , m radiarce data implied -in alt iroce of 11

. wnbch -s remarkably olie tc the level for

Sminium dust temnperdciur. gLver: y the mo. -,r the

various dust loads . For ,. ,utp Lz. , h i

altitude, adti-batic laps,: rts rn the c,

above it, slower coolirg of thi amos-,ure A'VS

'"-o4
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height gives increasing stability and a diminished

capacity to raise dust. Indeed, Thomas and Gierasch

(1985) report that local "dust devils" rarely

exceed a height of 7 km. Thus the level of minimum

dust temperature can indeed be considered the top

of a dust cloud deck, and the Viking results

support this interpretation. The amplitude of

diurnal surface temperature changes was observed by

the Viking IRTI to be within a range of about 50 to

100 K, while typical model data gives amplitudes on

the order of 60 to 80 K.

These many comparisons are offered as a

validation of the model; in no respect does the

MARSDUST output grossly deviate from the norms set

by Viking observations. These checks of internal

consistency and similiWde of output to actual

measurements and known phenomena support the

contention that the model is indeed a reasonable

match to reality on Mars.

,:.:::



5CONCLUSIONS

To adequately describe trie effects of aerosols

on radiative-convectiie: he it trcnsfer oxi MLrs, the

size distribution and optical ,roaperties of the

aerosol must be knowri accurat ,ly. r.Fre sr-Lpe aind

microphw'sica stutr oft constituent

particles should be corsia;ered; *,he residuaa ray

effect could be ext,-em-#:ly i-mpcr-t-It lar,

lithosphericaelol .elr!Vtd f rom hiF;h'

crystalline iiteials, suan .i2ars

Aeruos &~ ~ t overall
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gas, even at night. For the Earth, 65 kilometers

(corresponding to a pressure of 0.1 hPa or 0.1 mb)

is the threshold altiude above which this

difference becomes larger than 10 K, increasing to

over 100 K near the 90 km or 0.001 hPa level

(Fiocco et al., 1975). For Mars, the current model

indicates that a 10 K difference can be achieved at

a much lower altitude, closer to 15 km (1 hPa),

while a surplus of 100 K is possible well below 50

km (indeed, MARSDUST restricts dust to altitudes

below 42 km, or the 0.1 hPa level), depending on0

particle concentration. Because of the higher

density, lower infrared emissivity, and more

complicated chemistry of the terrestrial atmosphere

compared to that of Mars, the dependence of dust

temperature on particle radius and altitude is

*i stronger and more complex for Earth than Mars. Our

model neglects this weaker dependence of dust

temperature on particle radius for Mars.

The atmospheric temperature profiles derived

from MARSDUST output indicate that at least five

distinct atmospheric layers are sustained when dust

is present: a surface boundary layer of about 1 km

thickness dominated by conduction/convection

processes and experiencing diurnal temperature

'changes on the order of 50 K; a persistent region

of adiabatic lapse rates, 8 to 9 km thick, just

.el
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above the bounuary layer', where turbulent mixing,

convection, and dust influences are maximized; a

layer about 30 km thick above th adiabatic region,

characterized by radiative heating/cooling
:V

processes with diurnal temperature changes on the

order of 5 K, and whose static stability increases

with increasing dust load; a shallow (2-3 kn thick)

layer of near-adiabatic to adiabatic 'Lapse rates

overlying the topmost dust level; and finally, a

region charaterized by a return to radiative

heating/cooling processes. Without dust, only three

domains exist: the surface boundary layer, the

adiabatic layer above it, anu the region of

radiative heating/cooling overlying them both and

extending to space. On Mars at least, it appears

that dust loading can cause significant changes in

atmospheric stratification and static stability.

Atmospheric temperatures derived by inversion

of radiance data obtained from orbit can become

suspect when aerosols are present. Depending on the

wavelength channel used by the orbiting radiometer,

, measured upwelling flux can be substantially

increased by net particle emissions, which may be

on the order of trie atmospheric emission itself (or

I": geaer) for a given layer.

Viking Orbiter infrared Thermal Mapper (IRT'I)

data of Mars indicate to some observers that sudden

II
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warmings on the order of 80 K at the 25 km level

near the poles are possible and are linked to

atmospheric dust content (Martin and Kieffer,

1979). One may wonder if this is an exaggerated

figure for actual warming of the atmosphere. In

light of our model output, the increased IR

emission detected by the Viking IRTM instrument

could be due at least partially to the presence of

K dust at temperatures much higher than the ambient

gas. It should be notud that for the tenuous

atmosphere of Mars, heat exchange by conduction

between the dust and gas is only significant near

the surface.

The interpretation of this warming event

depended on the confidence placed in the quite low

bulk emissivities calculated for the dust cloud

held responsible, yet the inversion technique that

was used implied an altitude (25 km) indicative of

a pressure level (0.6 hPa) thdt might have been

inappropriate, since it was apparently based on a

typical midlatitude vertical profile. This is

almost certainly a source of some error if applied

near the poles; consider the suspicious nature of

the upper level temperatures of the Seiff and Kirk

profile previou:31y discussed.

At lower altiudes, warmer dust particles may

be most significant as impediments to the
'.Z



deposit ion iriu prec pi at i ori f Cu2 in t t, coId

polar itmosphere, anrd a reduction iL. tYt- uSt

cloud's effective emissivity could be the rest of

its photon energy bting lost t, slowing Lhe phase

-. change process,. A'. an ai! i tudu of 25 km, loust

concerntration (on or two particles of 1 Am mean

radius per km-) and/or atmospheric density (1 .5 x

10 g/cm ) wculd be iiuft'icjerl ly low to ca.ct ooubt

on tne conclusion ftiat the dust is directly

responsible for any significant warmirng of the

atmosphere at tnat level. however, an unusually

* 1 thicK but necessarily transient cloud of limited

vertical extent carried poleard by Hadley c2ll

dynamics (both Earth and Mars possess atmospheric

circulatior patterns which tend to preferentially

deliver aerosol particles to the poles) could be

the source of significant Ih emission before it

inevitably succumbs to gravitational settling and

polar subsioien-e. Inverted temperatures based on

radiance data under such circumstances should be

viewes with a higrily criticai eye. i'ur model output

indicates that e:ven m(dereust loedt (::; r.ay gre:atly

distort tha nominal flux 'ielcs one woalc !xpeet to

observe.

since trfa ev(Ain,' , , 'r o t[e hie bi
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body assumptions made during the inverting of

radiance data can be invalidated by the presence of

particulates, especially at the higher altitudes,

where dust-gas temperature disparities are at their

extreme. The black body radiation laws are the

cornerstones of radiative transfer theory, and care

must be taken that the underlying assumptions of

the theory are not violated in the haste to arrive

at dramatic conclusions.

A fully time-dependent planetary radiative-

convective heat transfer model is beyond present

capabilities because the complexities of orbital

variations and intrinsic planetary structural

changes have not been understood or described for

the necessary time scales (100 000 to 1 000 000

years). The most technically advanced models

available, such as the Community Climate Models of

the National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR), attempt to address these issues for the

terrestrial case. However, restricting model output

for Mars to more modest human time scales makes the

problem more tractable, and does not unduly limit

our understanding.

As in all studies, accurate data is a critical

concern. The phenomenological setting for Mars

extends us to the limits of our technology with

respect to data acquisition at great distances.

V0



This signi icatit const 'ainlt 3ho)I1d bhe borrju in mind

whern considering experimental pr'oc-du'es and

techniques in planetary stadies, Much desi'rable

* information will remain unobtainable for a long

time~ to come. Without ai.tual dust, soil, or rock

samples in hand, it will be difficult to improve

our quantitative understanding of the spectroscopic

proper-ties of Martian dust, for example. The

insufficiency of the observation network on Farth

is still hotly debated; it is not hard to imagine

I.- how our understanding of any other planetary

atmosphere is crippled by not having even a meager

on-site observation capability there.

Despite the fact thdt disparate planetary

atmospheres may experience similar radiative

effects due to the presence of particulates,

differences also abound; in th. Martian mi(4latitude

atmosphere, where phase changes and latent heating

are negligible, atmo.s-phe-ric wainring by dust

particles can act to replaae cr ,mulate these

processes. Meridional heat transpost, stom

genesis, and so on, do not seem to veOuire the

existence of volatile components within th- Martian

atmosphere, unlike the terrestrial case.

Yet the ext:apolation o, terrestrial-based

theory to other, pl;anets w 1 have t,) suffice fur

the ir~mr iate future; tris pro.ach cin provide an

i,
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adequate foundation for further research, as long

as tne dissimilarities between differing

atmospheres are kept in mind. Extensive modeling

efforts, such as MARSTEIP (Pallmann et al.) and

LOWTRAN/FASCODE (AFGL), have given us valuable

insight into planetary radiative transfer. The

McClatchey et al. and Rothman et al. compilations

of carbon dioxide spectroscopic parameters are

evidence of what Earth-bound research can provide

to planetary studies, and it is a strong step in

the right direction for Mars, in particular.

But for the Earth itself, we lack data on

basic radiative transfer processes. For example,

global circulation patterns, cloud effects, aerosol

loadings, albedo variations (especially for ice),

and the effects of radiatively active trace gases

are all imperfectly understood even for our own

planet--what can we hope to say about these

processes on stranger, less familiar, and far more

V. distant worlds?

V.,

S.o
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APPENDIX

VERTICAL PROFILES OF ATMOSPHERIC TEIPEHATUBE,

DUST AMPLITUDE, DUST TEMPERATURE, AND

DUST TEMPERATURE MINUS ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE

d

PLOTED FROM SIMULATION OUTPUT

COMPUTED FOR VARIOUS DUST LOADINGS

BY THE MARSDUST PROGRAM

_ 1
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TABLE 1. PROGRAM PARAMETERS;

NO DUST LOAD

Initial Time: 16.000 LMST; Local Martian Solar Time

Number of Timesteps: 1710

Timestep Interval: 10 minutes (Martian)

[4 minutes (Martian) from UIST 13.500 to 16.500]

Surface Albedo: 0.284

Surface Ernissivity: 0.900

-- 
Soil Density: 1.500 g/cm 3

Soil Heat Capacity: 1.01 x 106 J/(m3 K)

Soil Conductivity: 0.230 J/(s m K)

.02 Conductivity: 0.0133 J/(s m K)

Latitude: 22.500 N

Solar Deciination: 24.6 00

Ratio of Mean to Actual Solar Distance: 0.9222

(This data for Viking 1 Land r; 20 Jul 1976)

Surface Pressure: 7.6 hPa (mb)

- Dust Extinction Coefficient: 0.0

One Martian Solar Day = 24 Martian Hours = 1440

Martian Minutes; One Martian Minute = 61.6625 s
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MARTI AN LUSTY A4 hIKHAD--COND--CQ;NV I1'.AL

TRANSF H SIMULATICN: MARSDUIJo'

Figures A.1 - A.7

Vertical Profiles of

Atmospheric Temperature

With No Dust Loading

DUSTAMP : 0.0

Four hour intervals from LMST 0.000 to LMST 24.000.

Horizontal axis temp :rtture range: 160 K to 260 K;

-" Vertical axis altituue range: 0 m to 50 000 m.
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TABLL 2. PROGRAM IPAHAMIEIIC,;

DUSTAMP = 1.2 x - 7  m- 1

Initial Time: 16.000 LU4ST; Local Martian Solar Time

Number of Timesteps: 576

Timestep Interval: l minutes (Martian)

[4 minutes (Martian) from LMSI 13.500 to lo.500]

Surface Albedo: 0.284

Surface E~nissivity: 0.900

Soil Density: 1.500 g/cm 3

Soil Heat Capacity: 1.01 x 106 J/(m 3 K)

- Soil Conductivity: 0.2)0 J/(s m K)

C02 Conductivity: 0.0133 J/(s m K)

Latitude: 22.500 N

Solar Declination: 24.600

Ratio of Mean to Actual Solar Distance: 0.9222

(This data for Viking I Lander; 20 Jul 1976)

Surface Pr,:ssure: 7.6 nPa (mb)

Dust Extinction Coefficient: 1.2 x 10 cm

S ~One Martian Solar Day = 24 Martian Hours = 1440

K"4-" Martian Minutes; One Martian Minute = 61.6625 s
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-' MARTIAN DUSTY ATMOSPHERE RAD-COND--CONV HEAT

TRANSFER SIMULATION: MARSDUST

Figures A.8 - A.18

Vertical Profiles ofm.4

Atmospheric Temperature

With Light Dust Loading

DUSTAMP 1.2 x 10 - an-

Four hour intervals from LMST 20.000 to LPIST 4.000;

two hour intervals otherwise.

iorizontal axis temperature range: 160 K to 260 K;

Vertical axis altitude range: 0 m to 50 000 m.
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MARTIAN DUSTY ATMOSPHERE RAD-COND-CONV HEAT

TRANSFER SIMULATION: MARSDUST

Figures A.19 - A.29

Vertical Profiles of

Dust Temperature

With Light Dust Loading

DUSTAMP = 1.2 x 10 - 7 cm
'

Four hour intervals from LMST 20.000 to LMST 4.000;

tAo hour intervals otherwise.

Horizontal axis temperature range: 190 K to 290 K;

Vertical axis altitude range: 0 m to 50 000 m.
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Li:W
1MARTIAN DUSTY ATMOSPHERE RAD-COND-CONV HEAT

TRANSFER SIMULATION: MARSDUST

Figures A.30 - A.40

Vertical Profiles of

Dust Temperature Minus Atmospheric Temperature

* OWith Light Dust Loading

-7 -1
-. DUSTAMP = 1.2 x 10 cm

Four hour intervals from L14ST 20.000 to LMST 4.000;

• -two hour intervals otherwise.

-orizontal axis temperature difference range:

0 K to 150 K;

Vertical axis altitude range: 0 m to 50 000 m.
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TABLE 3. PROGRAM PARAMETERS;

D U ST AM P 3 .0 x 10 
-7 cm - I

Initial Time: 16.000 LMST; Local Martian Solar Time

Number of Timesteps: 576

Timestep Interval: 10 minutes (Martian)

[4 minutes (Martian) from LMST 13.500 to 16.500]

Surface Albedo: 0.284

Surface Emissivity: 0.900

4 Soil Density: 1.500 g/cm3

Soil Heat Capacity: 1.01 x 10 J/(m 3 K)
* - Soil Conductivity: 0.230 J/(s m K)

C02 Conductivity: 0.0133 J/(s m K)

Latitude: 22.500 N

Solar Declination: 24.600

Ratio of Mean to Actual Solar Distance: 0.9222

(This data for Viking I Lander; 20 Jul 1976)

Surface Pressure: 7.6 hPa (mb)
-7 -

Dust Extinction Coefficient: 3.0 x 10 cm -

One Martian Solar Day = 24 Martian Hours = 1440

Martian Minutes; One Martian Minute = 61.6625 s
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MARTIAN DUSTY ATMVOSPHiERE RAD-COND-WNV Hi'.A'1;

TRANSFER SIMULATION: MARSDUST

Figures A.41 A.51

Vertical Profiles of

Dust Temperature

With Medium Dust Loading

DUSTAMP 3.0 x 16- cm1

Four hour intervals frum LMS'i 2C0.DsU tC , . *-

two hour intervals otherwise.

Horizontal axis temperature rarige: l-4o t V

Vertical axis altitude range: 0 mr to 0(> o 7
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MARTIAN DUSTY ATMOSPHERE RAD-COND--C4JO HEJAl

TRANSFER SIMULATION: MARSDUST

Figures A.52 - A.b2

Vertical Profiles of

Dust Temperature Minus Atmospheric Temperature

With Medium Dust Loading

DUSTAMP : 3.0 x 10- cm-

Fcar hour intervals from LMST 20.000 to LMST 4.000;

two hour intervals otherwise.

Horizontal axis temperature difference range:

0 K to 150 K;

Vertical axis altitude range: 0 m to 50 000 'n.
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TABLE 4. PROGRAM PARAMETERS;

DUSTAMP = 6.0 x 10- cm- I

Initial Time: 16.000 LMST; Local Martian Solar Time

Number of Timesteps: 576

Timestep Interval: 10 minutes (Martian)

[4 minutes (Martian) from LIST 13.500 to 16.5001

Surface Albedo: 0.284

Surface Emissivity: 0.900

Soil Density: 1.500 g/cm3

6 3
Soil Heat Capacity: 1.01 x 10 J/(m3 K)

I..' Soil Conductivity: 0.230 J/(s m K)

C02 Conductivity: 0.0133 J/(s m K)

Latitude: 22.500 N

/." Solar Declination: 24.600

Ratio of Mean to Actual Solar Distance: 0.9222

(This data for Viking I Lander; 20 Jul 1976)

Surface Pr ssure: 7.6 hPa (mb)

Dust Extinction Coefficient: 6.0 x 0- cm

One S ar Solar Day = 24 Martiao Hours = 1440

Mart irn Miru-es; One Xrtian Minute = oi.6b25 s
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MARTIAN DUSTY ATMOSPHERE RAD-COND-CQNV HEAT

TRANSFER SIMULATION: MARSDUST

Figures A.63 - A.73

Vertical Profiles of

Atmospheric Temperature

*With Heavy Dust Loading

-7 1II
DUSTAMP = 6.o x. 10 cm-

Four hour, intervals from LMST 20.000 to LMST 4.000;

two hour intervals otherwise.

Horizontal axis temperature range: 160 K to 260 K;

Vertical axis altitune range: 0 m to 50 000 m.
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MARTIAN DUSTY A'I'M)SPHERE RAD-COND-CONV fiT> ;

TRANSFER SIMULATION: MARSDUST

Figures A.74 A.8

N,.-

Vertical Profiles of

Dust Temperature

With Heavy Dust Loading

Four hour intervals from LMST 20.000 to LMST 4.000;

two hour intervals other-wise.

Hcrizontal axis temperature range: 190 K to 290 K;

Vertical axis altitude range: 0 m to 50 000 m.
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MARTIAN DUSTY ATMOSPHERE RAD-COND-CONV HEAT

TRANSFER SIMULATION: MARSDUST

Figures A.85 - A.95

Vertical Profiles of

-" Dust Temperature Minus Atmospheric Temperature

With Heavy Dust Loading
| "'" 1-7 -i

DUSTAMP : 6.0 x lo cm

Four hour intervals from LMST 20.000 to LMST 4.000;

A.. two hour intervals otherwise.

-Horizontal axis temperature difference range:

0 K to 150 K;

Vertical axis altitude range: 0 m to 50 000 m.
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